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Changling
Ari Harper
Some family secrets change everything...

.

In Book 1 of the Circle of Kin series, we met Nera and learned about her extraordinary family
secret. Now the adventure continues in Changling.
Nera’s best friend Sully knows there is something special about him. He is after all related to
Nera’s Uncle Jasper and Jasper is a witch so it stands to reason that some family power
would have been passed down. They just need to figure out what that power could possibly
be.
However, his power is beyond anything they could have imagined and while his ability to change into an animal and
run wild has its advantages, to be hunted for the beast that he is, is another matter entirely
And when they find out who wants him dead, they realize that life isn't as simple as they thought...
Changling * Ari Harper * ISBN: 978-1-77101-918-7
Heat 0 * LP – Paranormal * Word count 107 565 * Release date 30 October 2013

Sightseers
Tricia A Cornwall
What if the only way to stop a kidnapper and save a best friend's life was to fall asleep?
Would you close your eyes?
When Alex, Lukas and Marley meet the new guy at their school, they have no idea what he'll
bring to their lives. With Henry's arrival, romance, an inexplicable connection between the
four of them, and reoccurring bad dreams for Alex take over their lives.
Soon, Alex's nightmares of a child abductor swiftly turn into a frightening reality which affects
them all. Finding someone who will help may seem easy, but can they trust them enough to
keep their secrets?
As each nightmare brings more horrors, it becomes a race against time to save not only the child, but also one of their
own.
Sightseers * Tricia A Cornwall * ISBN: 978-1-77101-147-1
Heat 0 * LP – Paranormal * Word count 80 290 * Release date 27 November 2013
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Erasing Series Book 1 - Erasing: Shadows
K.D. Rose
Generations of mystery smash together when a seemingly traditional family must shatter
their illusions of normality to confront themselves and their friends, leaving no possibility
unexplored in order to rescue- well, who exactly? Watch the Ross family, the High Five
Gang, and multiple generations dig into an innovative explosion of imagination where they
must confront numerous realities, real-world danger, and worst of all—their own teenage
hormones!
In a place where nothing is as it seems and shocks are around every corner, even the
people you thought you knew may find themselves strangers in this moving and provocative
reality-bender. With breathless pacing and psychological intrigue, Erasing: Shadows and the
High Five Gang will keep you guessing until the very end.
Erasing Shadows * KD Rose * ISBN 978-1-77101-212-6
Heat 1 * LP – Realms * Word count 51 321 * Releases 18 December 2013
For more information or to arrange an interview or blog visit, please contact
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